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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method and System for multicast network transmissions 
dynamically Sets response time parameters for handling 
negative acknowledgments (NAKs). When the sender 
receives a NAK for a lost packet, it returns an NAK 
confirmation (NCF), waits for a back-off time before send 
ing requested repair data, and then waits for a "linger time” 
during which the sender does not respond to other NAKs for 
the same lost packet. The back-off time and the linger time 
are dynamically Set according to the position of the 
requested Sequence number in the Sender's transmit window 
Such that the back-off time is shorter when the requested data 
is closer to being flushed out of the transmit window. After 
receiving the NCF, the receiver waits for a timeout period 
and resends the NAK if no repair data is received. The 
timeout period for data receipt is dynamically Set according 
to a Statistical average time for receiving repair data from the 

(22) Filed: Dec. 27, 2001 Sender and the estimated Sender's transmit window size. 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR DYNAMICALLY 
ADJUSTING TRANSMIT AND RECEIVE 

PARAMETERS FOR HANDLING NEGATIVE 
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS IN RELIABLE 

MULTICAST 

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0001. This invention relates generally to network com 
munications, and more particularly to the reliable delivery of 
multicast transmissions. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 Conventional network communications are typi 
cally transmitted from a Sender to a Single receiver. This 
mode of point-to-point network communication is often 
referred to as “unicast.” Reliable data delivery in the unicast 
mode across an unreliable network, Such as the Internet, is 
conventionally achieved through an end-to-end transport 
protocol, such as the TCP, in which the sender implicitly or 
explicitly Solicits receipt information from the receiver. In 
the unicast mode, even though multiple clients on the 
network may request the same data from the Sender at the 
Same time, duplicate data Streams are transmitted, one to 
each client. 

0003. In contrast, in a “multicast' transmission, a sender 
Sends a message to multiple recipients at the same time. One 
of the most important advantages of multicast over unicast 
is that multicast conserves bandwidth of the sender and the 
network by Sending a single Stream of data to a group 
multicast address. This advantage is especially important for 
applications Such as multiparty conferencing or broadcast 
ing live multimedia events over the network, where the 
bandwidth requirements can be significant. Although mul 
ticasting is not a new concept, network communications in 
the multicast mode over computer networks, especially the 
Internet, have only recently become common. This is partly 
due to that today's networks are originally designed to 
reliably transmit data from point to point, i.e., in the unicast 
mode, and multicast operations require the establishment of 
effective protocols for handling the delivery of multicast 
packets and the implementation of the required network 
infrastructure to Support the multicast transmissions. 
0004. A major consideration in designing a multicast 
framework is the reliability of the delivery of multicast 
packets over an unreliable network to a potentially large 
group of receivers, the group membership of which may not 
even be known to the Sender. To achieve reliable multicast 
delivery, loSS detection and recovery must be properly 
handled. Various frameworks have been proposed to address 
the issue of reliable delivery of multicast data. See, e.g., 
Sally Floyd, Van Jacobson, Ching-Gung Liu, Steven 
McCanne, and Lixia Zhang, “A Reliable Multicast Frame 
work for Light-weight Sessions and Application Level 
Framing.” IEEE/ACM Transactions On Networking, 
December 1997. 

0005. In one implementation based on the Pragmatic 
General Multicast (PGM) protocol, which is described in an 
IETF draft entitled “PGM Reliable Transport Protocol 
Specification,” each receiver in the multicast group takes the 
responsibility for loSS detection and recovery. According to 
the PGM protocol, a Source or Sender multicasts Sequentially 
numbered data packets, which are called "original data' 
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(ODATA). The sequential numbering of the ODATA packets 
enables a multicast receiver to determine whether any packet 
is lost in transit. In contrast to the conventional unicast 
Scheme that requires "positive' acknowledgments for 
received packets, the receiver in the PGM network sends to 
the Source “negative' acknowledgments (NAKs) identifying 
packets detected to be missing from the expected Sequence. 
When the sender receives an NAK, it first multicasts an 
“NAK confirmation'{NCF) packet and then multicasts the 
data identified in the NAK in repair data (RDATA) packets. 
After receiving the NCF, the receiver waits for the RDATA. 
The RDATA, of course, may also be lost in transit. If after 
a while the RDATA is still not received, the receiver repeats 
its attempt to get the lost data by Sending the NAK again. 
0006. The timing for the sender to send out the RDATA 
and the timing for the receiver to resend the NAK can 
greatly impact the efficiency and effectiveness of this 
scheme for reliable multicast delivery. The PGM protocol, 
however, does not explicitly define Such timing require 
ments. Accordingly, there is a need for a way for use in a 
reliable multicast scheme based on the PGM protocol or 
Similar protocols to Set time parameters for a Sender to Send 
RDATA packets and for a receiver to resend NAKs. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0007. In view of the foregoing, the present invention 
provides a method and System for multicast network trans 
mission that dynamically Sets the time parameters for a 
multicast Sender and a receiver to handle negative acknowl 
edgments (NAKs) for lost packets. The sender sends a 
multicast transmission having a plurality of data packets 
over a network to the receiver. When the receiver receives 
the multicast transmission, it determines whether there are 
packets missing from the transmission. If a packet is lost in 
transit, the receiver Sends a negative acknowledgment 
(NAK) to the sender identifying the sequence number of the 
lost packet. When the sender receives a NAK, it first checks 
to see if it has received a NAK recently for the same 
sequence number or not. If this is the first NAK for that 
Sequence number, the Sender returns a NAK confirmation 
(NCF) and waits for a back-off time before sending the 
repair data (RDATA), and then waits for a linger time during 
which the sender does not respond to other NAKs for the 
Same lost packet. The lengths of the back-off time and the 
linger time are Set dynamically according to the position of 
the Sequence number of the requested packet in a transmit 
window maintained by the Sender for Storing transmitted 
data for repairS Such that the back-off time is reduced when 
the requested data is closer to being flushed out of the 
transmit window. 

0008. On the receiver side, after receiving a matching 
NAK confirmation (NCF), the receiver waits for the repair 
data corresponding to the NAK for a timeout period before 
resending the NAK. The length of this timeout period is 
dynamically Set according to a Statistical average time for 
the receiver to receive repair data from the Sender and the 
Sender's window Size in terms of transmission time. The 
receiver estimates the Sender's window Size when that 
information is not directly available to the receiver. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0009 While the appended claims set forth the features of 
the present invention with particularity, the invention, 
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together with its objects and advantages, may be best 
understood from the following detailed description taken in 
conjunction with the accompanying drawings of which: 
0.010 FIG. 1 is a block diagram generally illustrating an 
exemplary computer System on which the present invention 
may be implemented; 
0.011 FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram showing a network 
having a Sender of a multicast transmission and multiple 
receivers of the multicast transmission; 
0012 FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram showing a timeline 
for the Sender to respond to negative acknowledgments for 
packets lost in transit; 
0013 FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram showing a transmit 
window of the Sender for retaining transmitted data for data 
repairs; 
0.014 FIG. 5 is a state diagram showing a process in 
which the receiver resends negative acknowledgments for 
lost packets, 
0015 FIG. 6 is a flowchart for a method performed by 
the receiver to estimate the size of the Sender's transmit 
window; and 
0016 FIG. 7 is a flowchart showing a process performed 
by a receiver in an embodiment of the invention to Set a 
timeout period to wait for repair data after receiving a NAK 
confirmation before resending the NAK. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
INVENTION 

0017 Turning to the drawings, wherein like reference 
numerals refer to like elements, the invention is illustrated as 
being implemented in a Suitable computing environment. 
Although not required, the invention will be described in the 
general context of computer-executable instructions, Such as 
program modules, being executed by a personal computer. 
Generally, program modules include routines, programs, 
objects, components, data structures, etc. that perform par 
ticular tasks or implement particular abstract data types. 
Moreover, those skilled in the art will appreciate that the 
invention may be practiced with other computer System 
configurations, including hand-held devices, multi-proces 
Sor Systems, microprocessor-based or programmable con 
Sumer electronics, network PCs, minicomputers, mainframe 
computers, and the like. The invention may be practiced in 
distributed computing environments where tasks are per 
formed by remote processing devices that are linked through 
a communications network. In a distributed computing 
environment, program modules may be located in both local 
and remote memory Storage devices. 
0.018. The following description begins with a descrip 
tion of a general-purpose computing device that may be used 
in an exemplary System for implementing the invention, and 
the invention will be described in greater detail with refer 
ence to FIGS. 2-7. Turning now to FIG. 1, a general purpose 
computing device is shown in the form of a conventional 
personal computer 20, including a processing unit 21, a 
System memory 22, and a System buS 23 that couples various 
System components including the System memory to the 
processing unit 21. The System buS 23 may be any of Several 
types of bus Structures including a memory bus or memory 
controller, a peripheral bus, and a local bus using any of a 
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variety of bus architectures. The System memory includes 
read only memory (ROM) 24 and random access memory 
(RAM) 25. Abasic input/output system (BIOS) 26, contain 
ing the basic routines that help to transfer information 
between elements within the personal computer 20, Such as 
during start-up, is stored in ROM 24. The personal computer 
20 further includes a hard disk drive 27 for reading from and 
writing to a hard disk 60, a magnetic disk drive 28 for 
reading from or writing to a removable magnetic disk 29, 
and an optical disk drive 30 for reading from or writing to 
a removable optical disk 31 such as a CD ROM or other 
optical media. 

0019. The hard disk drive 27, magnetic disk drive 28, and 
optical disk drive 30 are connected to the system bus 23 by 
a hard disk drive interface 32, a magnetic disk drive inter 
face 33, and an optical disk drive interface 34, respectively. 
The drives and their associated computer-readable media 
provide nonvolatile Storage of computer readable instruc 
tions, data Structures, program modules and other data for 
the personal computer 20. Although the exemplary environ 
ment described herein employs a hard disk 60, a removable 
magnetic disk 29, and a removable optical disk 31, it will be 
appreciated by those skilled in the art that other types of 
computer readable media which can Store data that is 
accessible by a computer, Such as magnetic cassettes, flash 
memory cards, digital Video disks, Bernoulli cartridges, 
random access memories, read only memories, and the like 
may also be used in the exemplary operating environment. 

0020. A number of program modules may be stored on 
the hard disk 60, magnetic disk 29, optical disk 31, ROM 24 
or RAM 25, including an operating system 35, one or more 
applications programs 36, other program modules 37, and 
program data 38. A user may enter commands and informa 
tion into the personal computer 20 through input devices 
such as a keyboard 40 and a pointing device 42. Other input 
devices (not shown) may include a microphone, joystick, 
game pad, Satellite dish, Scanner, or the like. These and other 
input devices are often connected to the processing unit 21 
through a Serial port interface 46 that is coupled to the 
System bus, but may be connected by other interfaces, Such 
as a parallel port, game port or a universal Serial bus (USB) 
or a network interface card. A monitor 47 or other type of 
display device is also connected to the System buS 23 via an 
interface, Such as a Video adapter 48. In addition to the 
monitor, personal computers typically include other periph 
eral output devices, not shown, Such as Speakers and print 
CS. 

0021. The personal computer 20 may operate in a net 
worked environment using logical connections to one or 
more remote computers, Such as a remote computer 49. The 
remote computer 49 may be another personal computer, a 
Server, a router, a network PC, a peer device or other 
common network node, and typically includes many or all of 
the elements described above relative to the personal com 
puter 20, although only a memory storage device 50 has 
been illustrated in FIG. 1. The logical connections depicted 
in FIG. 1 include a local area network (LAN) 51 and a wide 
area network (WAN) 52. Such networking environments are 
commonplace in offices, enterprise-wide computer net 
Works, intranets and the Internet. 

0022. When used in a LAN networking environment, the 
personal computer 20 is connected to the local network 51 
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through a network interface or adapter 53. When used in a 
WAN networking environment, the personal computer 20 
typically includes a modem 54 or other means for establish 
ing communications over the WAN 52. The modem 54, 
which may be internal or external, is connected to the System 
bus 23 via the serial port interface 46. In a networked 
environment, program modules depicted relative to the 
personal computer 20, or portions thereof, may be Stored in 
the remote memory Storage device. It will be appreciated 
that the network connections shown are exemplary and other 
means of establishing a communications link between the 
computerS may be used. 
0023. In the description that follows, the invention will 
be described with reference to acts and Symbolic represen 
tations of operations that are performed by one or more 
computers, unless indicated otherwise. AS Such, it will be 
understood that Such acts and operations, which are at times 
referred to as being computer-executed, include the manipu 
lation by the processing unit of the computer of electrical 
Signals representing data in a structured form. This manipu 
lation transforms the data or maintains it at locations in the 
memory System of the computer, which reconfigures or 
otherwise alters the operation of the computer in a manner 
well understood by those skilled in the art. The data struc 
tures where data is maintained are physical locations of the 
memory that have particular properties defined by the format 
of the data. However, while the invention is being described 
in the foregoing context, it is not meant to be limiting as 
those of skill in the art will appreciate that various of the acts 
and operations described hereinafter may also be imple 
mented in hardware. 

0024. Referring now to FIG. 2, the present invention is 
directed to a Scheme for enhancing the efficiency of reliable 
delivery of multicast transmissions over a multicast-enabled 
network 70 by dynamically adjusting time parameters 
involved in handling lost packets. As illustrated in FIG. 2, 
a sender 72 is connected by the multicast-enabled network 
to a plurality of receivers 74, 76, and 78. For illustration 
purposes, only three receivers are shown. The Sender trans 
mits “original data” (ODATA) packets 80 in the multicast 
mode over the network to the receivers. The ODATA packets 
are Sequentially numbered to enable the receivers to detect 
if any packet is lost in transit. For purpose of providing 
reliable delivery of the multicast data, the sender 72 retains 
an amount of the recently transmitted data in a transmit 
window 82 for data repairs in case some ODATA packets do 
not reach each of the receivers. When a receiver 74 detects 
that it has not received a packet or packets in the Sequenced 
ODATA packets transmitted by the sender based on their 
Sequence numbers, it may send a negative acknowledgment 
(NAK) 84 to the sender 72 requesting for the data packet(s) 
it detected to be missing. The process of Sending the NAK 
is described in greater detail below with reference to FIG. 
5. 

0025. When the sender 72 receives the NAK 84 for the 
data lost in transmission, it first checks whether the 
requested data are in its transmit window 82. If the data are 
in the transmit window 82, the sender immediately returns 
an “NAK confirmation” (NCF) packet 88, and Subsequently 
multicasts the requested data in repair data (RDATA) pack 
ets 90 to the receiver 74. On the receiver side, when the 
receiver 74 receives the NCF 88, it waits to receive the 
RDATA packets 90 transmitted by the sender. If, however, 
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the RDATA does not arrive within a timeout period herein 
after called the “NCF-RDATA timeout,” the receiver repeats 
its request for the missing data by resending the NAK. 

0026 Referring now to FIG. 3, in accordance with an 
important aspect of the invention, the Sender 72 does not 
respond to each one of the NAKS for a given lost packet, 
which may have been repeatedly Sent by one receiver or may 
come from different receivers in the multicast group, by 
Sending a corresponding repair data packet. Instead, as 
illustrated by the timeline 100 in FIG. 3, after receiving the 
first NAK at time T1, the sender first responds to the NAK 
by sending a NCF immediately, and then enters a back-off 
(BO) period before sending out the requested RDATA. In the 
back-off period, if the sender receives other NAKs for the 
Same Sequence number, it responds by Sending respective 
NCFs. At the expiration of the back-off period, the sender 
sends out the RDATA at T2, and then enters another period 
called the “linger time,” in which it does not respond to any 
NAK for the same sequence number. The back-off time 106 
and linger time 110 together form a time period 102 here 
inafter called the “NAK response dwell time.” Thus, the 
Sender transmits the repair data (RDATA) only once per 
NAK response dwell time. This serves the important func 
tion offending off “denial-of service” (DOS) attacks. It also 
allows the Sender to conserve its resources as well as 
network bandwidth by avoiding resending RDATA packets 
unnecessarily. 

0027. After the expiration of the NAK response dwell 
time 102, if the Sender receives another NAK for the same 
lost data at time T4, the sender starts another NAK response 
dwell time 104. As will be described in greater detail below, 
the lengths of the back-off time and the linger time in each 
NAK response dwell time are dynamically adjusted based 
on an estimate of how much longer the requested repair data 
will be retained in the transmit window 82 of the Sender. 

0028. In accordance with another important aspect of the 
invention, the NCF-RDATA timeout for the receiver to wait 
for the RDATA after receiving a matching NCF and before 
resending the NAK is also dynamically adjusted. The adjust 
ment of the NCF-RDATA timeout is based on the statistical 
average time (called the “average RDATA time”) between 
receiving a NCF from the Sender and receiving the corre 
sponding RDATA for that NCF, and the sender's transmit 
window size, which the receiver estimates if that informa 
tion is not directly available under the multicast transport 
protocol. The ways the linger time on the Sender Side and the 
NCF-RDATA timeout on the receiverside are adjusted in an 
embodiment of the invention are described in greater detail 
below. 

0029 Turning first to the setting of the linger time in the 
NAK response dwell time, as shown in FIG. 3, after 
receiving a NAK, the Sender responds immediately with a 
NCF but waits for the back-off time 106 before sending the 
corresponding RDATA. Such a back-off time before trans 
mitting the RDATA is typically recommended to allow time 
for consolidation of NAKs for the same data by the sender 
as well as by network elements (routers) that Support the 
PGM protocol. The consolidation allows the system to use 
a single RDATA packet to address losses on multiple Sub 
nets, rather than Sending the same repair packet multiple 
times. After sending the RDATA, the sender waits for the 
linger time 110 before it will respond to another NAK for the 
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Same requested repair data. AS mentioned above, the length 
of the back-off time is dynamically set based on where the 
requested repair data is in the transmit window of the Sender. 
The transmit window 82 functions as a buffer space for 
holding a copy of the ODATA recently sent out by the 
sender. As illustrated in FIG. 4, the data packets in the 
transmit window are identified by their respective Sequence 
numbers. AS Sender continues to send out new ODATA 
packets, the transmit window is continuously advanced Such 
that its leading edge 112 covers the most recently transmit 
ted ODATA. Since the transmit window has a finite size, its 
trailing edge 114 is also continuously advanced. AS the 
trailing edge of the transmit window moves, packets with 
Sequence numbers prior to that of the trailing edge are 
flushed out of the transmit window 82 and are no longer 
available for providing repair data in response to NAKS. 
0.030. In one embodiment, the NAK response dwell time 
102 is Set in the Session initiation process and fixed during 
the session, and the back-off time 106 and the linger time 
110 are made longer or shorter by adjusting the ratio 
between the back-off time and the linger time. When an 
NAK for a certain sequence number (e.g., 1234) is received, 
the Sender checks to See whether the packet with that 
sequence number is in the transmit window 82. If the 
requested packet 116 is in the window, the Sender determines 
where the sequence number lies in the transmit window 82. 
If the Sequence number is close to the leading edge 112 of 
the window, the NAK back-off time is set longer, i.e., the 
Sender waits longer before responding to a NAK for that 
RDATA, and the linger time is correspondingly made 
Shorter. The reason for Setting a longer back-off time is that 
the ODATA for the sequence number identified in the NAK 
went out recently, and it might be a while before the 
corresponding NAKS make their ways upstream from all 
networks where the loSS is detected. Alonger back-off time 
provides more time for the Sender and the network elements 
to consolidate the NAKs before sending the RDATA. On the 
other hand, if the Sequence number of the lost packet 
identified in the NAK is very close to the trailing edge 114 
of the transmit window 82, the back-off time 106 is set to be 
Short. This is because if the Sender waits for too long to Send 
the RDATA out there is a significant risk that the trailing 
edge 114 of the window will be advanced past the requested 
Sequence number, causing the requested data to be flushed 
out from the transmit window. Also, the corresponding 
linger time is longer, during which Subsequent NAKS for the 
Same Sequence number are ignored. This helps in preventing 
Denial-Of-Service attacks in case Someone tries to bog 
down the Sender and prevent the trailing edge from advanc 
Ing. 

0031. In one implementation, the back-off time is set 
according to the following equation: 

Back-off time=NAK Response Dwell Time *(NAK 
seq-Tseq)/(LSeq-Tseq.), 

0032. Where NAKseq is the sequence number in the 
NAK, and LSeq and Tseq are the Sequence numbers of the 
leading edge and trailing edge, respectively, of the Sender's 
transmit window. In this equation, the back-off time for a 
NAK depends linearly on the distance of the Sequence 
number requested packet from the leading edge of the 
transmit window. It will be appreciated that other functional 
dependence between the back-off time and the position of 
the requested Sequence number in the window may be used. 
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0033. In another implementation, besides adjusting the 
NAK response time, the Sender also adjusts its Send rate 
using a tolerance level based on the ratio of repair packets 
(RDATA) sent versus all data packets (ODATA+RDATA), 
referred to as the repair index, Sent in the last Sample period. 
By way of example, the tolerance level may be set at 7% and 
the Sample period may be 4 Seconds. Thus, every 4 Seconds, 
the sender evaluates the percentage of RDATA sent out of all 
the packets. If that percentage exceeds 7%, the Sender 
decrements the Send rate by /256 or Some other fraction of 
the requested Send rate. It repeats decrementing the Send rate 
until the RDATA percentage drops to the tolerance level. On 
the other hand, if the percentage of RDATA packets is below 
than the tolerance level and if the send rate has been 
decreased earlier, the Sender tries to increment the Send rate 
in Similar increments, until the Send rate either reaches the 
tolerance level or returns to the requested Send rate. In this 
way, the Sender tries to maintain the requested Send rate 
while observing the tolerance level. The fraction by which to 
decrement or increment the Send rate each time until the 
repair indeX reaches the tolerance level is proportional to the 
variation of the repair index from the tolerance level. If there 
is a large variation, the fraction can be made larger than /256. 

0034. In accordance with another aspect of the invention, 
the timeout period for the receiver to wait after receiving a 
corresponding NCF before resending a NAK is also dynami 
cally adjusted. Referring to FIG. 5, in one embodiment 
implementing the PGM reliable transport protocol, when the 
receiver detects a packet loss, it first enters a BACK-OFF 
state 150 that has a timeout period hereinafter called the 
NAK back-off timeout. In this back-off period, if the 
receiver receives a matching NAK (i.e., an NAK for the 
same Sequence number) that is sent out by other recipients 
of the multicast transmission, there is no need for the 
receiver to Send a NAK for the same data, and the receiver 
enters directly a “WAIT NCF" state 152 to wait for a 
matching NCF. If the receiver receives a matching NCF 
responsive to a NAK sent out earlier (by another multicast 
recipient or by the receiver itself), the receiver enters a 
“WAIT DATA” state 154 in which it waits for the repair 
data. If, however, no matching NAK or NCF is received in 
this back-off period, the receiver sends a NAK for the lost 
packet, and enters the WAIT NCF state 152. 

0035) In the WAIT NCF state 152, the recipient waits for 
another timeout period hereinafter called the NAK-NCF 
timeout. If a matching NCF is received in this timeout 
period, the receiver enters the WAIT DATA state 154. If, 
however, the NAK-NCF timeout expires and a matching 
NCF has not been received, the receiver increments a NCF 
retry count. If the NCF retry count has not exceeded a 
pre-set limit called “NAK NCF RETRIES", the receiver 
goes back to the BACK OFF state 150 before sending 
another NAK. If the NAK NCF RETRIES has been 
exceeded, the attempt to recover the lost data is deemed to 
have failed and the Session is terminated. 

0036) The WAIT DATA state 154 has a timeout period 
called “NCF-RDATA timeout.” In this state, if the receiver 
receives a matching NCF or NAK, it restarts the timer for the 
NCF-RDATA timeout. If the NCF-RDATA timeout expires 
and the repair data has not been received, the receiver 
increments a data retry count and returns to the BACK OFF 
state 150, after which another NAK may be sent out as 
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described above. If, however, the data retry count has 
exceeded a pre-set limit called “NAK DATA RETRIES.” 
the Session is terminated. 

0037 Thus, when the receiver 74 does not receive the 
requested RDATA 90 within the NCF-RDATA timeout after 
receiving a matching NCF, it may send out the NAK again 
under the assumption that the sender did send the RDATA 
but the RDATA, like the ODATA, was lost in transit. If the 
receiver waits for too long before resending the NAK, it runs 
the risk of unrecoverable data loSS, because the Sender's 
transmit window may be advanced past the Sequence num 
ber of the requested data, causing the requested data to be 
flushed out. On the other hand, if the receiver waits for too 
little time after receiving the NCF, it may send out another 
NAK unnecessarily when the Sender is preparing to Send the 
RDATA or when RDATA is already in transit. If the second 
NAK reaches the sender after the sender has already sent the 
RDATA, it may cause the Sender to Send another copy of the 
RDATA. This not only increases the network traffic but also 
wastes the Sender's resources. 

0.038. In accordance with the invention, the value of the 
NCF-RDATA timeout is dynamically set based on the his 
tory of how quickly earlier RDATA packets from the sender 
reached the receiver after the corresponding NCFs, and the 
size of the sender's transmit window. The time by which the 
RDATA lags behind the NCF depends on a number of 
factors, Such as the network latency, the network loSS rate, 
the number of repair packets preceding the one for a given 
request that the Sender has to process, the Sender's Send rate 
limit and back-off time, etc. The Statistical average of this 
time lag between the receipt of a NCF and the receipt of the 
RDATA associated with the NCF, called the “average 
RDATA time,” tells the receiver roughly when it should 
expect to receive the RDATA for the current NAK after it has 
received the matching NCF. The sender's transmit window 
Size in terms of transmission time, on the other hand, tells 
the receiver how much longer the requested data will be 
retained by the Sender for data repairs. Based on these two 
factors, the receiver can dynamically adjust the NCF 
RDATA timeout to strike a balance between the attempt to 
avoid resending NAKS too quickly and the need to get the 
repair data before the Sender flushes them out. 

0039. In one embodiment, to determine the average 
RDATA time, each time the receiver receives an NCF packet 
from the Sender for a given Sequence number, it starts 
counting time. The NCF may be generated by the sender in 
response to a different NAK previously sent by the receiver 
or by some other receiver in the multicast group. When the 
receiver receives the RDATA packets corresponding to the 
NCF, it determines the amount of time between receiving the 
NCF and receiving the RDATA. In this way, for each NCF 
and RDATA pair, the receiver obtains one sample of the 
RDATA time. The RDATA time samples are then averaged 
to provide the averaged RDATA time. The average RDATA 
time is updated with the receipt of each new RDATA packet. 

0040 AS mentioned above, the window size of the sender 
(in terms of time, e.g., Seconds) is also considered in Setting 
the NCF-RDATA timeout. In existing multicast transport 
protocols, however, the Sender Sets its own transmit window 
size, and there is no mechanism for a receiver to know how 
big the Sender's window is in terms of Seconds. In other 
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words, the receiver does not know exactly how long the 
sender will cache the transmitted ODATA for purpose of 
repairs. 

0041. In accordance with a feature of a preferred embodi 
ment, the receiver estimates the window Size of the Sender 
in terms of transmission time (e.g., in milliseconds). To that 
end, the receiver tracks two Sets of data-the first Set in real 
time, and the Second Set at regularly Scheduled intervals, 
Such as very 4 Seconds. The data that the receiver tracks on 
a real-time basis include the total bytes received (“Total 
BytesReceived”), total sequence numbers received (“Total 
SequencesReceived') and the current transmit window size 
in terms of sequence numbers (“CurrentWindowSize.InSe 
quences”), and the time between receiving a NCF and 
receiving the corresponding RDATA (“NcfRdataResponse 
Time'). The number of total bytes received is a simple 
Summation of all the bytes received. The total Sequence 
numbers received is likewise determined. The window size 
in Sequence numbers is obtained from Sequence numbers of 
the leading and trailing edges of the transmit window. This 
information is typically included in the ODATA and Source 
Path Message (SPM) packets from the sender. 
0042 Periodically, (e.g., every 4 seconds), the receiver 
uses the real-time data to compute analytical information 
about the multicast Session. The variables computed include 
“DataRateInLastInterval”, “Overall DataRate”, “MaxDat 
aRate”, “MeanwindowSizeInSequences”, “Meanwindow 
Sizen Milliseconds'. The DataRateInLastInterval is calcu 
lated by dividing the BytesReceived in the last interval by 
the length of the interval. The Overall)ataRate is calculated 
by dividing the TotalBytesReceived by the elapsed time 
since the start of the session. The MaxDataRate is the 
maximum observed value of the DataRatenLastInterval 
since the start of the session. The MeanwindowSizenSe 
quences is calculated by dividing the Statistical Sum of the 
CurrentWindowSize InSequences values by the number of 
instances. If there are no values for CurrentWindowSizen 
Sequences, then the last-known leading edge Sequence num 
ber is used to represent this variable, Since the initial 
trailing-edge Sequence number is assumed to be Zero. The 
WindowSizenMilliseconds is calculated by first determin 
ing the value of the variable called AverageBytesPerSe 
quence, which is obtained by dividing the TotalBytesRe 
ceived by TotalSequencesReceived. The 
Average BytesPerSequence is then multiplied by the Mean 
WindowSizeInSequences (to obtain an average window size 
in bytes) and then divided by the MaxDataRate to yield the 
WindowSizenMilliseconds, which represents the window 
Size in milliseconds. 

0043. A second way to estimate the sender's window size 
in terms of Seconds is to determine how quickly the window 
is advanced past a given Sequence number. Referring to 
FIG. 6, when the receiver receives an SPM packet from the 
Sender (Step 132), it looks for a leading edge Sequence 
number that is not within the range of Sequence numbers 
(i.e., from the trailing edge to the leading edge) of the 
previous SPMs. Once Such a new leading edge Sequence 
number is found (step 134), the receiver starts counting time 
(step 136). For discussion purpose, this sequence number is 
denoted “X” here. As the Sender sends out more ODATA and 
advances its transmit window, the leading edge and trailing 
edge Sequence numbers of the window increase. In the 
meantime, the receiver continues to receive SPMs from the 
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sender (step 138). When the receiver receives an SPM with 
a window Sequence number range that no longer includes X 
(step 140), it stops the timer (step 142). In other words, the 
timing counting is Stopped when the Sender's transmit 
window has been advanced past X. The counted time for X 
to move from being at the leading edge to being passed by 
the trailing edge is used by the receiver as the Sender's 
window Size in terms of milliseconds. 

0044) It should be noted that the two methods described 
above for estimating the Sender's window Size may have 
different degrees of accuracy in different Scenarios. It may 
therefore be desirable to use both values to arrive at a better 
estimate. In one embodiment as described above with ref 
erence to FIG. 5, the receiver will go through the WAIT 
DATA state up to a total number NAK DATA RETRIES 

that is predetermined for the session. The NAK DATA RE 
TRIES may be a pre-selected fixed number, such as 10, for 
all multicast Sessions, or may be set for the Session during 
Session initiation. Knowing how long the Sender will keep 
transmitted data for repairs (i.e., the transmit window size in 
milliseconds) and statistically how long the RDATA arrives 
after the NCF (i.e., the average RDATA time) enables the 
sender to dynamically set the NCF-RDATA timeout to try to 
Void unnecessarily resending the NAK while ensuring that 
all the allowed data retries are done before the RDATA 
becomes unavailable. 

0045. In one implementation, the NCF-RDATA timeout 
is Set depending on how many times the receiver has gone 
through the WAIT DATA state (i.e., the data retry count). 
The first half of the maximum number of retries (i.e., 
NAK DATA RETRIES) are spaced apart by increasing 
intervals. In other words, the NCF-RDATA timeout is 
increased (unless it reaches an upper limit) for each data 
retry cycle up to half of the total number of data retries. The 
Second half of the retries are then carried out in the remain 
ing time before the required repair data are flushed out of the 
Sender's transmit window. By way of example, referring to 
FIG. 7, if NAK DATA RETRIES is set to 10, then the 
NCF-RDATA timeout depends on whether the number of 
data retries is less than or greater then five (step 160). For the 
first 5 cycles, the NCF-RDATA timeout is set to be 2**n 
times the average RDATA time, where n is the number of 
retries performed, but with the maximum value of the 
timeout capped at the value of the estimated window Size (in 
milliseconds) divided by 10 (step 162). Thus, for the first 
data retry cycle, the timeout is set to be the average RDATA 
time. Thereafter, in each Subsequent data retry cycle up to 
the fifth cycle, the timeout is generally doubled. By increas 
ing the NCF-RDATA time for each next retry, the receiver 
gives the sender more time to respond to the last NAK. Note 
that the average RDATA Time is not a constant since it is 
continuously updated by the receiver as new RDATA pack 
ets in response to other NAKS are received. 
0046. In the second half of the data retry cycles, the 
receiver tries to perform the remaining 5 retries before the 
Sender flushes the requested data from the Senders window. 
To this end, the receiver determines the remaining window 
Size (i.e., the estimated window Size in milliseconds minus 
the time that has already elapsed since the time the receiver 
detected the packet loss) (step 166). The receiver than sets 
the NCF-RDATA timeout for the remaining 5 retries to be 
the remaining window size divided by 5 (step 168). If, for 
Some reason, the transmit window of the Sender advances 
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beyond the Sequence number of the packet the receiver is 
trying to recover before the 10 cycles are completed, the 
Session is terminated as unrecoverable. 

0047. In view of the many possible embodiments to 
which the principles of this invention may be applied, it 
should be recognized that the embodiment described herein 
with respect to the drawing figures is meant to be illustrative 
only and should not be taken as limiting the Scope of 
invention. For example, those of Skill in the art will recog 
nize that the elements of the illustrated embodiment shown 
in Software may be implemented in hardware and Vice versa 
or that the illustrated embodiment can be modified in 
arrangement and detail without departing from the Spirit of 
the invention. Therefore, the invention as described herein 
contemplates all Such embodiments as may come within the 
Scope of the following claims and equivalents thereof. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A computer-readable medium having computer-execut 

able instructions for a Sender of a multicast transmission to 
perform Steps to provide repair data to a receiver of the 
multicast transmission, the Steps comprising: 

receiving a negative acknowledgment from the receiver 
identifying a sequence number of a missing packet of 
the multicast transmission received by the receiver; 

transmitting a confirmation of receipt of the negative 
acknowledgment; 

setting a back-off time and a linger time based on a 
location of the Sequence number within a transmit 
window maintained by the Sender for retaining recently 
transmitted data of the multicast transmission for data 
repairS Such that the response back-off time is shorter as 
the Sequence number is closer to a trailing edge of the 
transmit window; 

Sending repair data for the missing packet after expiration 
of the back-off time; and 

waiting for expiration of the linger time after Sending the 
repair data for the missing packet and ignoring other 
negative acknowledgments for the missing packet 
received during the linger time. 

2. A computer-readable medium as in claim 1, wherein the 
Step of Setting Sets the back-off time according to a separa 
tion between the Sequence number and the trailing edge of 
the transmit window. 

3. A computer-readable medium as in claim 1, wherein the 
back-off time and linger time together form a response dwell 
time that is constant for a Session of the multicast transmis 
Sion, and wherein the Step of Setting Sets a ratio of the 
back-off time to the linger time according to a separation 
between the Sequence number and the trailing edge of the 
transmit window. 

4. A computer-readable medium having computer-execut 
able instructions for a receiver of a multicast transmission 
from a Sender to perform Steps to request for repair data, the 
Steps comprising: 

receiving original data packets of the multicast transmis 
Sion from the Sender, 

detecting a packet missing from the multicast transmis 
Sion; 
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Sending a negative acknowledgment to the Sender iden 
tifying the missing packet; 

receiving a confirmation matching the negative acknowl 
edgment; 

Setting a data waiting timeout according to a Statistical 
average time for receiving repair data from the Sender 
and a size of a transmit window maintained by the 
Sender for retaining recently transmitted data of the 
multicast transmission for data repairs, 

waiting for repair data for the missing packet up to 
expiration of the data waiting timeout, and 

resending the negative acknowledgment after expiration 
of the data waiting timeout if the repair data for the 
missing packet is not received. 

5. A computer-readable medium as claim 4, wherein the 
Step of Setting determines the data waiting timeout based on 
an estimated time the repair data for the missing packet will 
Stay in the transmit window of the Sender. 

6. A computer-readable medium as in claim 47 wherein 
the Steps of receiving a confirmation, Setting, waiting, and 
resending form a data retry cycle, and the computer-readable 
medium includes further computer-executable instructions 
to perform the Step of determining whether the data retry 
cycle has been repeated up to a pre-Selected maximum 
number of retries. 

7. A computer-readable medium as in claim 6, wherein the 
Step of Setting determines the data waiting timeout according 
to a number of retries of the data retry cycle already 
performed by the receiver. 

8. A computer-readable medium as in claim 7, wherein the 
Step of Setting increases the data waiting timeout with the 
number of retries already performed for a first portion of the 
pre-Selected maximum number of retries. 

9. A computer-readable medium as in claim 8, wherein the 
Step of Setting Sets the data waiting timeout for the first 
portion of the pre-Selected maximum number of retries to 
the Statistical average time for receiving repair data multi 
plied by a factor that increases with the number of retries. 

10. A computer-readable medium as in claim 8, wherein 
the Step of Setting Sets the data waiting timeout for a Second 
portion of the pre-Selected maximum number of retries to a 
remaining available time of the repair data divided by a 
remaining number of retries to be performed. 

11. A computer-readable medium as in claim 5, having 
further computer-executable instructions for the receiver to 
perform the Step of estimating the size of the transmit 
window of the Sender in terms of transmission time. 

12. A computer-readable medium as in claim 11, wherein 
the Step of estimating a number of bytes in the transmit 
window and dividing the number of bytes by an average 
transmission rate of the Sender 

13. A computer-readable medium as in claim 11, wherein 
the Step of estimating includes determining an amount of 
time for a Sequence number of a transmitted packet to move 
from a leading edge of the transmit window to outside the 
transmit window. 

14. A method for a Sender of a multicast transmission to 
provide repair data to a receiver of the multicast transmis 
Sion, comprising the Steps of: 

receiving a negative acknowledgment from the receiver 
identifying a sequence number of a missing packet of 
the multicast transmission received by the receiver; 
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transmitting a confirmation of receipt of the negative 
acknowledgment; 

Setting a back-off time and a linger time based on a 
location of the Sequence number within a transmit 
window maintained by the Sender for retaining recently 
transmitted data of the multicast transmission for data 
repairS Such that the response back-off time is shorter as 
the Sequence number is closer to a trailing edge of the 
transmit window; 

Sending repair data for the missing packet after expiration 
of the back-off time; and 

waiting for expiration of the linger time after Sending the 
repair data for the missing packet and ignoring other 
negative acknowledgments for the missing packet 
received during the linger time. 

15. A method as in claim 14, wherein the Step of Setting 
Sets the back-off time according to a separation between the 
Sequence number and the trailing edge of the transmit 
window. 

16. A method as in claim 14, wherein the back-off time 
and linger time together form a response dwell time that is 
constant for a Session of the multicast transmission, and 
wherein the Step of Setting Sets a ratio of the back-off time 
to the linger time according to a separation between the 
Sequence number and the trailing edge of the transmit 
window. 

17. A method for a receiver of a multicast transmission 
from a Sender to request for repair data, the Steps compris 
ing: 

receiving original data packets of the multicast transmis 
Sion from the Sender, 

detecting a packet missing from the multicast transmis 
Sion; 

Sending a negative acknowledgment to the Sender iden 
tifying the missing packet; 

receiving a confirmation matching the negative acknowl 
edgment; 

Setting a data waiting timeout according to a Statistical 
average time for receiving repair data from the Sender 
and a size of a transmit window maintained by the 
Sender for retaining recently transmitted data of the 
multicast transmission for data repairs, 

waiting for repair data for the missing packet up to 
expiration of the data waiting timeout, and 

resending the negative acknowledgment after expiration 
of the data waiting timeout if the repair data for the 
missing packet is not received. 

18. A method as claim 17, wherein the step of setting 
determines the data waiting timeout based on an estimated 
time the repair data for the missing packet will Stay in the 
transmit window of the Sender. 

19. A method as in claim 17, wherein the steps of 
receiving a confirmation, Setting, Waiting, and resending 
form a data retry cycle, and further including the Step of 
determining whether the data retry cycle has been repeated 
up to a pre-Selected maximum number of retries. 
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20. A method as in claim 19, wherein the step of setting 
determines the data waiting timeout according to a number 
of retries of the data retry cycle already performed by the 
receiver. 

21. A method as in claim 20, wherein the Step of Setting 
Sets the data waiting timeout for a first portion of the 
preSelected maximum number of retries to the Statistical 
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average time for receiving repair data multiplied by a factor 
that increases with the number of retries. 

22. A method as in claim 18, further including the Step of 
estimating the Size of the transmit window of the Sender in 
terms of transmission time. 


